
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
URBAN FURNITURE FOR CITY CENTRE ADVERTISMENT  
 
Best place for your advertisement in Hamburg 
In September 2018 will be the biggest series of performances in northern Germany 
which is CHINA TIME in Hamburg. On the central square called “Stephansplatz” 
between Dammtor railway station for long distance trains and entrance to the fair 
ground for international exhibitions will be my outdoor installation with city furniture 
“Planet Mega City #” near beautiful “Alster” lake and city centre. On that city furniture 
with picture panels will be space for advertisement like logos. It would also be possible 
to rent several city furniture located at “Stephansplatz”; so you could use this area as 
a meeting point with your clients. Also you could order such city furniture for your 
presentation generally: a logo presentation will cost 500,00 € on each panel; 
exclusively it would cost 1000,00 €. If you will use the whole panel for your 

advertisement it would cost    5000,00 €. Please contact me. 
 

 
 

 www.ludzuweit.de 
www.chinator.info 

 

Home Artist / Chinator-Project 
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Fair ground 

Railway station Dammtor 

Alster lake 

Construction for the picture panels 
“Planet Mega City #” as  
city furniture made from euro pallets.  

 

Exhibition area 

If you need a donation receipt you can receive it from our cooperation partner 
“Association for Applied Sustainability” in Hamburg: https://www.angewandte-nachhaltigkeit.de/ 
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Explanation of the project 
10 pictures from my series of photos „Planet Mega City #“ will be printed in size 150 * 
100 cm on metal panels on both sides and fitted into city furniture which are made 
from wooden pallets as seats – so called city furniture. Presentation areas would be 
“Stephansplatz” or “Heuberg” - well known places with many pedestrians and visitors 
in Hamburg´s city centre. The relation for this exhibition is CHINA TIME in September 
2018 and the relationship between sister cities Shanghai and Hamburg.. 
 

 
 
 
„Eurasian Figure“ and further dHdiscussion topics 
The Chinese character for "human being" is "Ren", which consists of only two brush 

strokes. The final result of my impressions in China is the 
sculpture "ren" (in the photos made out of bronze) which is 
actually named the “Eurasian Figure” which exists in female 
and male execution. It is a symbol for the human being 
changing always the location for his own development. Along 
with the global development of the aggregation of life in mega 
cities - for example, as in China - is the dissolution of the rural 
life connections, which today often serve only as a folkloristic 

backdrop for tourists. Because from today on there will be more people living in cities 
than in the countryside, the topic of urbanization of our planet is my favourite subject.  
 
 

HHH  
2 examples for picture panels  
„Planet Mega City #“ 
with the “Eurasian Figure” 
which is also a general symbol for  
the origin of life from the sea 
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ONE EX AMPLE FOR THE LAYOUT OF THE PICUTE P ANELS 
space for your logo would be in the area below size of each panel 1,50m*1m 
 


